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the blackmagic pocket cinema camera 4k features an integerative sensor resolution of 4096 x2160, while the 6k models have anative resolution of 6144 x3456. whether youre shooting in bright
sunlight or in almost no light at all, the 13 stops of dynamic range with dual native iso up to 25,600 provide stunning low noise images in all lighting conditions. plus the 6k models feature alarger super
35 sensor that allows shooting with ashallow depth of field and anamorphic lenses. allmodels let you shoot up to 60 fps in full resolution or 120 fps windowed. anamazing sensor combined with
blackmagic color science means you get the same imaging technology as the most expensive digital filmcameras. all pocket cinema camera models include afull version of davinci resolve studio, which
is the same software used in hollywood for creating high end feature films, episodic television shows, commercials and more. davinci resolve features the new cut page with intelligent editing tools and
innovative new features designed to help you quickly find the footage you want, edit it together and output it fast. in addition to the new cut page, you also get davincis legendary professional editing,
advanced color correction, audio post and visual effects tools, all in asingle software application! nowyou can use the the same high end software that professional editors and coloristsuse! the distance
between the lightest and the darkest parts of an image is called dynamic range and is measured in stops. pocket cinema cameras have an incredible 13 stops of dynamic range which means they
preserve more detail in the lightest and darkest areas of an image than simple video cameras can. this allows you to set exposure for an indoor scene such as acafe and still retain the details of bright
outdoor light coming through awindow. youalso get more colors than the standard dci-p3 colorspace used for feature films. plus davinci resolve studio is included with the camera, so you get total
creative freedom with full exposure adjustment and recovery controls when colorgrading!
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